
Dropping of the Atomic Bomb 
 
 
The United States concealed its project to develop an atomic bomb under the name "Manhattan Engineer District." 
Popularly known as the Manhattan Project, it carried out the first successful atomic explosion on July 16, 1945, in a 
deserted area called Jornada del Muerto ("Journey of the dead") near Alamagordo, New Mexico. 
 
On August 6, at 2:45 A.M. local time, the Enola Gay, a B-29 bomber loaded with an atomic bomb, took off from the US air 
base on Tinian Island in the western Pacific. Six and a half hours later, at 8:15 A.M. Japan time, the bomb was dropped; it 
exploded a minute later at an estimated altitude of 580 +- 20 meters over central Hiroshima. 
 
The Hiroshima bomb, nicknamed Little Boy, killed 140,000 people, or roughly half the city. Three days later, a second 
atomic bomb, nicknamed Fat Man, was detonated over Nagasaki, killing 70,000. 
 
An atomic bomb discharges three deadly forces: heat, blast, and radiation. In the months after the bombings, survivors had 
to deal not only with burns from the heat and wounds from the blast but also the effects of radiation exposure: general 
malaise, fatigue, headaches, loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fever, abnormally low white blood cell count, 
bloody discharge, anemia, and loss of hair. Prolonged effects of exposure included keloids (massive scar tissue on burned 
areas), cataracts, leukemia and other cancers. 
 
There are three readings for this class: 1) an argument supporting the decision to drop the bomb; 2) an argument 
criticizing the decision to drop the bomb; and 3) a description of how the bomb was experienced by civilians in Japan. 
 
Come to class prepared to examine the following questions: What went into the decision to drop the atomic bombs? Was 
the decision justified? What other options, if any, were available? What might have been the price of these options? Can 
fair distinctions be made between soldiers and civilians? Can war and morality be pursued simultaneously? 
 
 
Paul Fussell, “Thank God for the Atomic Bomb” 
 
[Excerpted from Paul Fussell’s "Thank God for the Atom Bomb. Hiroshima: A Soldier's View," The New Republic (August 
26 and 29, 1981), pp. 28-30.] 
 
 
The dramatic postwar Japanese success at hustling and merchandising and tourism has (happily, in many ways) effaced for 
most people important elements of the assault context in which [the dropping of the US atomic bomb on] Hiroshima should 
be viewed.  It is easy to forget what Japan was like before it was first destroyed and then humiliated, tamed, and 
constitutionalized by the West.  “Implacable, treacherous, barbaric” — those were Admiral Halsey's characterizations of the 
enemy, and at the time few facing the Japanese would deny that they fit to a T.  One remembers the captured American 
airmen locked for years in packing crates, the prisoners decapitated, the gleeful use of bayonets on civilians.  The degree to 
which Americans register shock and extraordinary shame about the Hiroshima bomb correlates closely with lack of 
information about the war. 
 
And the savagery was not just on one side.  There was much sadism and brutality — undeniably racist — on ours.  No 
Marine was fully persuaded of his manly adequacy who didn't have a well-washed Japanese skull to caress and who didn't 
have a go at treating surrendering Japs as rifle targets.  Herman Wouk remembers it correctly while analyzing Ensign Keith 
in The Caine Mutiny: “Like most of the naval executioners of Kwajalein, he seemed to regard the enemy as a species of 
animal pest.”  And the enemy felt the same way about us: “From the grim and desperate taciturnity with which the Japanese 
died, they seemed on their side to believe they were contending with an invasion of large armed ants.”  Hiroshima seems to 
follow in natural sequence: “This obliviousness on both sides to the fact that the opponents were human beings may perhaps 
be cited as the key to the many massacres of the Pacific war.”  Since the Japanese resisted so madly, let's pour gasoline into 
their emplacements and light it and shoot the people afire who try to get out.  Why not?  Why not blow them all up?  Why 
not, indeed, drop a new kind of big bomb on them?  Why allow one more American high school kid to see his intestines 
blown out of his body and spread before him in the dirt while he screams when we can end the whole thing just like that? 
 
 



When the bomb ended the war I was in the 45th Infantry Division, which had been through the European war to the degree 
that it had needed to be reconstituted two or three times.  We were in a staging area near Reims, ready to be shipped across 
the United States for final preparation in the Philippines.  My division was to take part in the invasion of Honshu in March 
1946.  (The earlier invasion of Kyushu was to be carried out by 700,000 infantry already in the Pacific.) I was a 21-year-old 
second lieutenant leading a rifle platoon.  Although still officially in one piece, in the German war I had already been 
wounded in the leg and back severely enough to be adjudged, after the war, 40 percent disabled.  But even if my legs 
buckled whenever I jumped out of the back of the truck, my condition was held to be satisfactory for whatever lay ahead.  
When the bombs dropped and news began to circulate that “Operation Olympic” would not, after all, take place, that we 
would not be obliged to run up the beaches near Tokyo assault-firing while being mortared and shelled, for all the fake 
manliness of our facades we cried with relief and joy.  We were going to live.  We were going to grow up to adulthood after 
all.  When the Enola Gay dropped its package, “There were cheers,” says John Toland, "over the intercom; it meant the end 
of the war.” 
 
Those who cried and cheered are very different from high-minded, guilt-ridden GIs we're told about by the late J. Glenn 
Gray in The Warriors (1959) . . . . [H]is meditation on modern soldiering, gives every sign of remoteness from experience.  
Division headquarters is miles behind the places where the soldiers experience terror and madness and relieve these 
pressures by sadism.  “When the news of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki came,” Gray asks us to believe, 
“many an American soldier felt shocked and ashamed.”  But why, we ask?  Because we'd bombed civilians?  We'd been 
doing that for years and, besides the two bombs, wiped out 10,000 Japanese troops, not now often mentioned, John Hersey's 
kindly physicians and Jesuit priests being more touching.  Were Gray's soldiers shocked and ashamed because we'd 
obliterated whole towns?  We'd done that plenty of times.  If at division headquarters some felt shocked and ashamed, down 
in the rifle companies none did, although Gray says they did. . . . 
 
. . . . To intensify the shame he insists we feel, Gray seems willing to fiddle the facts.  The Hiroshima bomb, he says, was 
dropped “without any warning.”  But actually, two days before, 720,000 leaflets were dropped on the city urging everyone 
to get out and indicating that the place was going to be obliterated.  Of course few left. 
 
Experience whispers that the pity is not that we used the bomb to end the Japanese war but that it wasn't ready earlier to end 
the German one.  If only it could have been rushed into production faster and dropped at the right moment on the Reich 
chancellery or Berchtesgaden or Hitler's military headquarters in East Prussia or — Wagnerian coup de théâtre — at 
Rommel's phony state funeral, most of the Nazi hierarchy could have been pulverized immediately, saving not just the 
embarrassment of the Nuremburg trials but the lives of about four million Jews, Poles, Slavs, gypsies, and other 
“subhumans,” not to mention the lives and limbs of millions of Allied and Axis soldiers.  If the bomb could have been ready 
even as late as July 1944, it could have reinforced the Von Stauffenberg plot and ended the war then and there.  If the bomb 
had only been ready in time, the men of my infantry platoon would not have been killed and maimed. . . . 
 
The predictable stupidity, parochialism, and greed in the postwar international mismanagement of the whole nuclear 
problem should not tempt us to mis-imagine the circumstances of the bomb's first “use.”  Nor should our well-justified fears 
and suspicions occasioned by the capture of the nuclear business by the mendacious classes (cf. Three Mile Island) tempt us 
to infer retrospectively extraordinary corruption, cruelty, and swinishness in those who decided to drop the bomb.  Times 
change.  Harry Truman was not a fascist, but a democrat.  He was as close to a real egalitarian as we've seen in high office 
for a very long time.  He is the only president in my lifetime who ever had the experience of commanding a small unit of 
ground troops obliged to kill people.  He knew better than his subsequent critics what he was doing.  The past, which as 
always did not know the future, acted in ways that ask to be imagined before they are condemned.  Or even before they are 
simplified. 
 
 
Michael Walzer, “A Dissenting View” 
[Excerpted from Michael Walzer's response The New Republic, (Sept. 23, 1981), pp. 13-14.] 
 
Paul Fussell's defense of the bombing of Hiroshima (TNR, August 22 & 29) is written, as he tells us repeatedly, from the 
standpoint of the ordinary GI.  And that standpoint is human, all too human: let anyone die but me! There are no 
humanitarians in the foxholes.  I can almost believe that.  But Fussell's recital does remind me a little uneasily of the speech 
of that Conradian villain Gentleman Brown (in Lord Jim): “When it came to saving one's life in the dark, one didn't care 
who else went — three, thirty, three hundred people. . . .” 
 
. . . With Fussell, it seems, there are no limits at all; anything goes, so long as it helps to bring the boys home. 



 
. . . The bombing of Hiroshima was an act of terrorism; its purpose was political, not military.  The goal was to kill enough 
civilians to shake the Japanese government and force it to surrender.  And this is the goal of every terrorist campaign.  
Happily, none of today's terrorist movements have yet been able to kill on the scale of the modern state, and so they have 
not enjoyed successes as dramatic as the one Fussell describes.  But their ordinary members, the terrorists in the foxholes, as 
it were, must think much as he does: if only we could kill enough people, not a dozen here and there, in a pub, a bus station, 
or a supermarket, but a whole city full, we could end the struggle once and for all, liberate our land, get the British out of 
Ireland, force the Israelis to accept a PLO state, and so on.  To the boys of the IRA, to young Palestinians in Lebanon, that 
argument is surely as attractive as it was to the young Paul Fussell on his way to the Pacific in 1945.  It is the same 
argument. 
 
What is wrong with it?  If war is indeed a tragedy, if its suffering is inevitable, then nothing is wrong with it.  War is war, 
and what happens, happens.  In fact, however, war imposes choices on officers and enlisted men alike.  “There wasn't a 
single soldier,” says an Israeli officer who fought in the Six-Day War, “who didn't at some stage have to decide, to choose, 
to make a moral decision. . . .”  Fussell, who has written so beautifully about the literature of war, must know this to be true.  
And he must also know that there is a moral argument, different from his own argument, that shapes these military choices.  
Perhaps that argument is most often expounded by those professors far from the battlefield for whom he has such contempt.  
But it is an argument as old as war itself and one that many soldiers have believed and struggled to live by.  It holds, most 
simply, that combat should be a struggle between combatants, and that noncombatants — civilian men, women, and children 
— should be protected as far as possible against its cruelties.  “The soldier, be he friend or foe,” wrote Douglas MacArthur, 
“is charged with the protection of the weak and the unarmed.  It is the very essence and reason of his being a sacred trust.”  
Like policemen, firemen, and sailors at sea, soldiers have a responsibility to accept risks themselves rather than impose risks 
on ordinary citizens.  That is a hard requirement when the soldiers are conscripts.  Still, they are trained and armed for war 
and ordinary citizens are not; and that is a practical difference that makes a moral difference. 
 
Consider how the risks of police work might be reduced, and how many more criminals might be caught, if we permitted the 
police to ignore the rights of ordinary citizens, to fire indiscriminately into crowds, to punish the innocent relatives of 
criminals, and so on.  But we don't grant such permissions.  Nor are soldiers permitted comparable acts, even if they carry 
with them the promise of success. 
 
There is a code.  It is no doubt often broken, particularly in the heat of battle.  But honorable men live by it while they can.  
Hiroshima was a violation of that code.  So was the earlier terror bombing of cities — Hamburg, Dresden, Tokyo — but 
Hiroshima was worse because it was even more terrifying.  Its long-term effects were literally unknowable by the men who 
decided to impose them.  And the effects were not imposed, any more than those of the earlier bombing, in the heat of 
battle, face-to-face with enemy soldiers who aim to kill and have already killed comrades and friends.  Though there were 
soldiers in Hiroshima, they were not the targets of the attack (or else we would have attacked a military base); the city was 
the target and all its inhabitants. 
 
Fussell writes (again) as a democrat, on behalf of “the low and humble, the quintessentially democratic huddled masses — 
the conscripted enlisted men manning the fated invasion divisions.”  Given that standpoint, one might have expected him to 
question the US demand for unconditional surrender that made the invasion of the Japanese islands seem absolutely 
necessary.  There were people in the US government in 1945 who thought a negotiated settlement possible without an 
invasion and without the use of the atomic bomb.  Surely some attempt should have been made not only for the sake of our 
own soldiers, but also for those other “huddled masses,” the civilian inhabitants of Hiroshima (and Nagasaki too).  Why 
don't they figure in Fussell's democratic reckoning!  If Harry Truman's first responsibility was to American soldiers, he was 
not without responsibility elsewhere; no man is.  And if one is reckoning, what about all the future victims of a politics and 
warfare from which restraint has been banished?  Given the state of our political and moral order, with which Hiroshima 
probably has something to do, aren't we all more likely to be the victims than the beneficiaries of terrorist attacks? 
 
 
Fletcher Knebel and Charles W. Bailey II 
 
[Pages 175-201 from No High Ground by Fletcher Knebel and Charles W. Bailey II. Copyright © 1960 by Fletcher Knebel 
and Charles W. Bailey 11. Reprinted by permission of Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.] 
 
 



THE SOUNDING OF THE ALL-CLEAR SIGNAL in Hiroshima at 7:13 A.M. on August 6 made little change in the tempo 
of the city. Most people had been too busy, or too lazy, to pay much attention to the alert. The departure of the single, high-
flying B-29 caused no more stir than its arrival over the city twenty-two minutes earlier…. 
 
The few people in Hiroshima who caught sight of the two planes saw the parachutes blossom as the aircraft turned away 
from the city. Some cheered when they saw them, thinking the enemy planes must be in trouble and the crews were starting 
to bail out. 
 
For three quarters of a minute there was nothing in the clear sky over the city except the parachutes and the diminishing 
whine of airplane engines as the B-29s retreated into the lovely blue morning. 
 
Then suddenly, without a sound, there was no sky left over Hiroshima. 
 
For those who were there and who survived to recall the moment when man first turned on himself the elemental forces of 
his own universe, the first instant was pure light, blinding, intense light, but light of an awesome beauty and variety. 
 
In the pause between detonation and impact, a pause that for some was so short it could not register on the senses, but which 
for others was long enough for shock to give way to fear and for fear in turn to yield to instinctive efforts at self-
preservation, the sole impression was visual. If there was sound, no one heard it. 
 
The duration of this curiously detached spectacle varied with the distance of the viewer from the point in mid-air where the 
two lumps of U-235 were driven together inside the bomb. It did not last more than a few seconds at the most. 
 
For thousands in Hiroshima it did not last even that long, if in fact there was any moment of grace at all. They were simply 
burned black and dead where they stood by the radiant heat that turned central Hiroshima into a gigantic oven. For 
thousands of others there was perhaps a second or two, certainly not long enough for wonder or terror or even recognition of 
things seen but not believed, before they were shredded by the thousands of pieces of shattered window glass that flew 
before the blast waves or were crushed underneath walls, beams, bricks, or any other solid object that stood in the way of 
the explosion. 
 
For everyone else in history's first atomic target, the initial assault on the visual sense was followed by an instinctive 
assumption that a very large bomb had scored a direct hit on or near the spot where they were standing. 
 
Hold out your left hand, palm down, fingers spread, and you have a rough outline of the shape of Hiroshima. The sea is 
beyond the fingertips. The back of the hand is where the Ota River comes down from the hills to the north. The spot where 
the bomb exploded is about where a wedding ring would be worn, just south of the main military headquarters and in the 
center of the residential-commercial districts of the city. Major Ferebee's aim was nearly perfect. Little Boy was detonated 
little more than two hundred yards from the aiming point on his target chart, despite the fact that it was released from a fast-
moving aircraft over three miles to the east and nearly six miles up in the air. 
 
Dropped with such precision, the bomb performed better than its makers had predicted. Several factors combined by chance 
to produce even more devastation than had been expected. 
 
First was the time of the explosion. All over Hiroshima, thousands of the charcoal braziers that were the stoves in most 
households were still full of hot coals after being used for breakfast cooking. Almost every stove was knocked over by the 
massive blast wave that followed the explosion, and each became an incendiary torch to set fire to the wood-and-paper 
houses. In addition, where Oppenheimer had estimated casualties on the assumption that most people would be inside their 
air-raid shelters, almost no one in Hiroshima was sheltered when the bomb actually fell. The recent all-clear, the fact that it 
was a time when most people were on their way to work, the mischance by which there had been no new alert when the 
Enola Gay approached the city, the fact that small formations of planes had flown over many times before without dropping 
bombs, all combined to leave people exposed. Thus more than seventy thousand persons instead of Oppenheimer's estimate 
of twenty thousand were killed outright or so badly injured that they were dead in a matter of hours. 
 
The initial flash spawned a succession of calamities. 
 
First came heat. It lasted only an instant but was so intense that it melted roof tiles, fused the quartz crystals in granite 
blocks, charred the exposed sides of telephone poles for almost two miles, and incinerated nearby humans so thoroughly 



that nothing remained except their shadows, burned into asphalt pavements or stone walls. Of course the heat was most 
intense near the “ground zero” point, but for thousands of yards it had the power to burn deeply. Bare skin was burned up to 
two and a half miles away. 
 
A printed page was exposed to the heat rays a mile and a half from the point of explosion, and the black letters were burned 
right out of the white paper. Hundreds of women learned a more personal lesson in the varying heat-absorption qualities of 
different colors when darker parts of their clothing burned out while lighter shades remained unscorched, leaving skin 
underneath etched in precise detail with the flower patterns of their kimonos. A dress with blue polka dots printed on white 
material came out of the heat with dark dots completely gone but the white background barely singed. A similar 
phenomenon occurred in men's shirts. Dark stripes were burned out while the alternate light stripes were undamaged. 
Another factor that affected injury was the thickness of clothing. Many people had their skin burned except where a double-
thickness seam or a folded lapel had stood between them and the fireball. Men wearing caps emerged with sharp lines 
etched across their temples. Below the line, exposed skin was burned, while above it, under the cap, there was no injury. 
Laborers working in the open with only undershirts on had the looping pattern of shoulder straps and armholes printed on 
their chests. Sometimes clothing protected the wearer only if it hung loosely. One man standing with his arm bent, so that 
the sleeve was drawn tightly over his elbow, was burned only around that joint. 
 
The heat struck only what stood in the direct path of its straight-line radiation from the fireball. A man sitting at his desk 
writing a letter had his hands deeply burned because the heat rays coming through his window fell directly on them, while 
his face, only eighteen inches away but outside the path of the rays, was unmarked. In countless cases the human body was 
burned or spared by the peculiarity of its position at the moment of flash. A walking man whose arm was swinging forward 
at the critical instant was burned all down the side of his torso. Another, whose moving arm happened to be next to his 
body, was left with an unburned streak where the limb had blocked out the radiation. In scores of cases people were burned 
on one side of the face but not on the other because they had been standing or sitting in profile to the explosion. A shirtless 
laborer was burned all across his back — except for a narrow strip where the slight hollow down his spine left the skin in a 
“shadow” where the heat rays could not fall. 
 
After the heat came the blast, sweeping outward from the fireball with the force of a five-hundred-mile-an-hour wind. Only 
those objects that offered a minimum of surface resistance — handrails on bridges, pipes, utility poles — remained standing. 
The walls of a few office buildings, specially built to resist earthquakes, remained standing, but they now enclosed nothing 
but wreckage, as their roofs were driven down to the ground, carrying everything inside down under them. Otherwise, in a 
giant circle more than two miles across, everything was reduced to rubble. The blast drove all before it. The stone columns 
flanking the entrance to the Shima Surgical Hospital, directly underneath the explosion, were rammed straight down into the 
ground. Every hard object that was dislodged, every brick, every broken timber, every roof tile, became a potentially lethal 
missile. Every window in the city was suddenly a shower of sharp glass splinters, driven with such speed and force that in 
hundreds of buildings they were deeply imbedded in walls — or in people. Many people were picking tiny shards of glass 
from their eyes for weeks afterward as a result of the shattering of their spectacles, or trying to wash out bits of sand and grit 
driven under their eyelids. Even a blade of grass now became a weapon to injure the man who tended it. A group of boys 
working in an open field had their backs peppered with bits of grass and straw which hit them with such force that they were 
driven into the flesh. 
 
Heat and blast together started and fed fires in thousands of places within a few seconds.…. In some spots the ground itself 
seemed to spout fire, so numerous were the flickering little jets of flame spontaneously ignited by the radiant heat. The city's 
fire stations were crushed or burned along with everything else, and two-thirds of Hiroshima's firemen were killed or 
wounded. Even if it had been left intact, the fire department could have done little or nothing to save the city. Not only were 
there too many fires, but the blast had broken open the city's water mains in seventy thousand places, so there was no 
pressure. Between them, blast and fire destroyed every single building within an area of almost five square miles around the 
zero point. Although the walls of thirty structures still stood, they were no more than empty shells. 
 
After heat, blast and fire, the people of Hiroshima had still other ordeals ahead of them. A few minutes after the explosion, a 
strange rain began to fall. The raindrops were as big as marbles — and they were black. This frightening phenomenon 
resulted from the vaporization of moisture in the fireball and condensation in the cloud that spouted up from it. As the 
cloud, carrying water vapor and the pulverized dust of Hiroshima, reached colder air at higher altitudes, the moisture 
condensed and fell out as rain. There was not enough to put out the fires, but there was enough of this “black rain” to 
heighten the bewilderment and panic of people already unnerved by what had hit them. 
 



After the rain came a wind — the great “fire wind” — which blew back in toward the center of the catastrophe, increasing in 
force as the air over Hiroshima grew hotter and hotter because of the great fires. The wind blew so hard that it uprooted 
huge trees in the parks where survivors were collecting. It whipped up high waves on the rivers of Hiroshima and drowned 
many who had gone into the water in an attempt to escape from the heat and flames around them. Some of those who 
drowned had been pushed into the rivers when the crush of fleeing people overflowed the bridges, making fatal bottlenecks 
of the only escape routes from the stricken islands. Thousands of people [with blackened skins] were simply fleeing, blindly 
and without an objective except to get out of the city.… 
 
One of those who struggled toward a bridge was Nukushina, a wine seller…whose life had been saved by a big office safe in 
his house just over a half mile from “zero,” the point over which the bomb exploded. Leaning on a stick, he limped to the 
Sumiyoshi bridge a few hundred yards away, where, with unusual foresight, he kept a small boat tied up, loaded with fresh 
water and a little food, ready for any possible emergency. 
 
“I found my boat intact,” he recalled later, “but it was already filled with other desperate victims. As I stood on the bridge 
wondering what to do next, black drops of rain began to splatter down. The river itself and the river banks were teeming 
with horrible specimens of humans who had survived and come seeking safety to the river.” 
 
Fortunately for Nukushina, another boat came by, operated by a friend who offered to take him on board. 
 
“With his assistance, I climbed into the boat. At that time, they pointed out to me that my intestines were dangling from my 
stomach but there was nothing I could do about it. My clothes, boots and everything were blown off my person, leaving me 
with only my loincloth. Survivors swimming in the river shouted for help, and as we leaned down to pull them aboard, the 
skin from their arms and hands literally peeled off into our hands. 
 
“A fifteen- or sixteen-year-old girl suddenly popped up alongside our boat and as we offered her our hand to pull her on 
board, the front of her face suddenly dropped off as though it were a mask. The nose and other facial features suddenly 
dropped off with the mask, leaving only a pink, peachlike face front with holes where the eyes, nose and mouth used to be. 
As the head dropped under the surface, the girl's black hair left a swirling black eddy.…” 
 
Here Nukushina mercifully lost consciousness. He came to five hours later as he was being transferred into a launch that 
carried him, with other wounded, to an emergency first-aid station set up on the island of Ninoshima in the harbor. There he 
found safety, but no medical care. Only twenty-eight doctors were left alive and able to work in a city of a quarter million 
people, fully half of whom were casualties. 
 
[No one in Hiroshima] knew what it was that had destroyed their city. Nor did they yet have either time or inclination to 
wonder. But others, outside Hiroshima, were anxiously trying to find out what the Enola Gay had dropped…. The search for 
information was a frustrating one. 
 
At first there had been no indication that anything unusual had happened in Hiroshima. A moment after 8:16 A.M., the 
Tokyo control operator of the Japanese Broadcasting Corporation noticed that his telephone line to the radio station in 
Hiroshima had gone dead. He tried to re-establish his connection, but found that he could not get a call through to the 
western city.… 
 
It was almost ten o'clock when Ryugen Hosokawa, managing editor of the Asahi vernacular newspaper in Tokyo, received a 
telephone call at his home. It was the office, reporting that Hiroshima had “almost completely collapsed” as the result of 
bombing by enemy planes. Hosokawa hurried to the office and sifted through the reports collected by Asahi's relay room. 
Every one of them sounded to him like something quite different from any previous bombing. This must have been caused, 
he thought to himself, by very unusual bombs. 
 
Then, shortly after 1 P.M., General Headquarters finally heard from the 11 Army Corps. The message was short but 
stunning: “Hiroshima has been annihilated by one bomb and fires are spreading.” 
 
This flash came not from Corps Headquarters but from the Army shipping depot on the Hiroshima waterfront, which was 
outside the blast area and was not reached by the fire that followed. There was considerable damage at the shipping depot, 
something in the neighborhood of 30 percent, but officers there were able to get a message out as far as Kure, where the 
naval station relayed it to Tokyo.… 
 



By the middle of the afternoon, the Army knew that only three enemy planes had been over Hiroshima when the bomb 
exploded. It had been told that two of these did not drop any bombs. This information supported the startling assertion in the 
first flash that there had been only one bomb exploded. Something very big, and very frightening, had hit Hiroshima. 
 
In mid-afternoon the managing editors of the five big Tokyo newspapers, plus their counterpart in the Domei news agency, 
were called to the office of the government Information and Intelligence Agency, which had charge of press and radio 
censorship. An Army press officer addressed the little group of newsmen: 
 
“We believe that the bomb dropped on Hiroshima is different from an ordinary one. However, we have inadequate 
information now, and we intend to make some announcement when proper information has been obtained. Until we issue 
such an announcement, run the news in an obscure place in your papers and as one no different from one reporting an 
ordinary air raid on a city.” 
 
In other words, the lid was on. The Army already had a strong suspicion that the Hiroshima bomb might be an atomic 
weapon. Japanese Naval intelligence had reported U.S. work on the bomb in late 1944, noting the interest of the American 
government in buying up all available pitchblende (uranium ore). Thus, although the best scientists in Japan had agreed that 
there was no chance of the United States producing a fission bomb in less than three to five years, there was now immediate 
suspicion that an atomic bomb had fallen. But the Army, anxious to keep the war going so it could fight a showdown hand-
to-hand battle with the Americans on Japanese soil, was determined to withhold the news from the Japanese people as long 
as it could. 
 
The editors protested mildly, but the decision stood. At six o'clock that evening, the radio gave the people of Japan their 
first hint that Hiroshima had been chosen for a place in history as the spot where man first proved he could tear apart the 
basic structure of his world. A listener, however, would have been hard put to deduce the true story from the first news item 
as it was read: 
 
A few B-29s hit Hiroshima city at 8:20 A.M. August 6, and fled after dropping incendiaries and bombs. The extent of the 
damage is now under survey. 
 
This cryptic item was repeated several times between six and nine o'clock without further explanation.… 
 
[The army having stifled the news], those who survived [the first night] in Hiroshima still did not know what it was that had 
struck them so viciously the day before. They did not have much time for thinking about it. Merely keeping alive was a full-
time job. Some thought, as they fled the burning city, that the Americans had deluged their homes with “Molotov flower 
baskets,” as the unhappily familiar incendiary clusters were nicknamed. Others, sniffing the air and detecting a strong 
“electric smell,” decided that some kind of poison gas had been dropped. Another explanation was that a magnesium 
powder had been sprayed on the city, exploding wherever it fell on trolley wires and other exposed electrical conductors. 
 
The prefectural government did what it could to bring order in the city. Somehow almost two hundred policemen were 
found for duty on August 7. They set to work, with whatever help they could commandeer, to clear the streets of bodies and 
debris.… 
 
The governor of Hiroshima prefecture, Genshin Takano, issued a proclamation: 
 
People of Hiroshima…: Although damage is great, we must remember that this is war. We must feel absolutely no fear. 
Already plans are being drawn up for relief and restoration measures.… We must not rest a single day in our war effort.… 
We must bear in mind that the annihilation of the stubborn enemy is our road to revenge. We must subjugate all difficulties 
and pain, and go forward to battle for our Emperor. 
 
But most people in Hiroshima, if they could overcome their pain on this second day of the atomic age, were more concerned 
with finding their loved ones than with battling for their Emperor. 
 
Yuko Yamaguchi, waiting out the war in the rented suburban farmhouse while her husband served overseas in the Army, 
was unhurt. So were her three little children. But her father-in-law, who had driven into the city Sunday for the meeting of 
his gas company board of directors, and her mother-in-law, who had left early Monday morning to fetch more supplies from 
their requisitioned city house, had not been heard from since the bomb fell. Yuko had had no word, either, from her own 
parents. 



 
So at 6:30 this Tuesday morning, she left her children and set out for the city, walking the whole way because the suburban 
rail lines were not running. It was a long walk. By the time she reached the Red Cross hospital, where she thought her in-
laws might have been taken, it was noon. 
 
Yuko did not find her husband's parents there. But, by sheerest chance, she found her own father, lying untended on the 
floor with an ugly wound in the back of his head.… [After tending to him] she started through the littered, jammed wards 
and halls to search for her other relatives. Again she found no trace of her in-laws, but at five o'clock she came on her own 
mother, lying unconscious, her face smashed almost beyond recognition and her intestines bared by a savage stomach 
wound. 
 
Daughter dragged mother through the corridors to her father's side so the two could at least be together. There was little 
enough time. Near dusk the mother died, and Yuko had to carry the body outside, build a crude pyre and cremate it herself. 
At about dawn her father also died. This time, there were enough other corpses on hand so the hospital arranged a makeshift 
mass cremation, and Yuko left. 
 
Some who survived seemed to accept with stoicism the death of their loved ones. Miho Sakamoto, who with her husband's 
parents had escaped the blast and fire because their home was protected by the city's only high hill, was told on August 7 
that her husband's military unit had been completely wiped out. She shed no tears and showed no emotion. Four days later, 
she visited the ruins of the building in which he had died, found a bent ashtray which she recognized as his and brought it 
home. That night, she seemed in good spirits when she went upstairs to the room she had shared with her Tsuneo. The next 
morning she did not come down to breakfast. Her mother-in-law found her lying in front of a little altar, the ash tray in front 
of her beside a photograph of her dead husband, the razor with which she had cut her throat still clutched in her hand. She 
left a note of apology to “My Honorable Father and Mother”: 
 
What I am about to do, I do not do on sudden impulse; nor is it due to temporary agitation. It is a mutual vow exchanged 
with my husband while he still lived. This is the road to our greatest happiness and we proceed thereon. Like a bird which 
has lost one wing, we are crippled birds who cannot go through life without one another. There is no other way. Please, do 
not bewail my fate. Somewhere both of us will again be living happily together as we have in the past.... My honorable 
Tsuneo must be anxiously awaiting me and I must rush to his side. 
 
In Tokyo [on August 7], the truth about Hiroshima was beginning to be revealed in ways that made it clear that the facts 
could not be kept from the people of Japan much longer. 
 
A little before midnight on the sixth, the Tokyo office of Domei, the quasi-governmental news agency that served the whole 
nation, much as the Associated Press or Reuters do in the West, received a bulletin from Okayama prefecture, just east of 
Hiroshima. It was followed by a longer dispatch: the first eye-witness account of the bombing by a professional newsman.… 
 
But before the night was much older the editors of Domei, and the leaders of Japan, had a way of telling much more about 
the bomb. In Saitama prefecture outside Tokyo, Domei operated a big monitoring station where nearly fifty workers, many 
of them Nisei girls born in the United States, listened to broadcasts from American stations. About 1 A. M. on the 7th of 
August (noon on the 6th in Washington, D.C.), Hideo Kinoshita, chief of the monitoring room, was awakened by the 
Japanese youth who had charge of the operation that night. The boy reported that U. S. stations were all broadcasting a 
statement by President Truman, describing the weapon that had been dropped on Hiroshima as “an atomic bomb.” Kinoshita 
listened to the account and the boy's explanation of what “atomic bomb” might mean. Then he quickly called his own 
superior, Saiji Hasegawa, Domei's foreign news chief Hasegawa was asleep in his hotel. When he was told of an “atomic 
bomb,” he had no idea what it was, but although he was irritated at being awakened he hustled to his office. When he saw 
the text transcripts that were beginning to come through from the Saitama monitors, he was glad he had come to work. He 
reached for his telephone and called Hisatsune Sakomizu, chief secretary of the cabinet. 
 
Sakomizu sleepily answered his bedside telephone, then came suddenly wide awake as he listened to the Domei executive. 
He already knew, from the first confused reports on the 6th, that the Americans had used some kind of new weapon. Now, 
learning that it was an atomic bomb, something the cabinet had discussed briefly almost a year earlier, he knew it meant just 
one thing: the war was over. 
 
Sakomizu quickly called Prime Minister Suzuki, with whom he had been working in the effort to arrange a peace settlement 
by negotiation. They knew immediately, he said later, 



 
. . . that if the announcement were true, no country could carry on a war. Without the atomic bomb it would be impossible 
for any country to defend itself against a nation which had the weapon. The chance had come to end the war. It was not 
necessary to blame the military side, the manufacturing people, or anyone else — just the atomic bomb. It was a good 
excuse. 
 
The Army, however, was unwilling to accept this attitude, despite the urgings of the peace group that the bomb gave 
military leaders a chance to save face by blaming the “backwardness of scientific research” for Japan's inability to counter 
the new American bomb. The generals, sitting in an emergency cabinet meeting on the seventh, pointedly recalled an old 
Japanese legend about an Army commander who became a laughingstock because he mistook the fluttering of a flight of 
birds for the sound of the approaching enemy and fled. They argued that the bomb was not atomic but was merely a huge 
conventional projectile. They flatly refused Foreign Minister Togo's proposal to take up for immediate consideration the 
possibility of surrender on the terms of the Potsdam ultimatum, and insisted on keeping the Truman atomic statement from 
the Japanese people until the Army could conduct an “investigation” on the ground at Hiroshima. 
 
[On August 9, a second atomic bomb was dropped on the people of Japan.] 


